
Search & Rescue
with Drones

Use Case

Using drones for search and rescue operations

In search and rescue (SAR) situations, gathering rapid situational awareness is crucial. The faster 
rescue teams can locate a missing or injured person and coordinate a ground team response, 
the more likely the operation will result in a positive outcome. 

Manned operations are difficult and time consuming. Rescuers must surveille large areas and 
navigate challenging terrain like forests, rivers or cliffs that require specialized equipment and 
training. Drones remove human operators from potentially dangerous situations and enable 
rescuers to dramatically reduce search and response times, from hours to minutes.  

SkyGrid’s Aerial OS™ provides rapid search and rescue capabilities using Artificial Intelligence 
(AI)-based drone technologies. Using a unique patent-pending algorithm specialized for SAR 
missions, SkyGrid optimizes the distribution of drones over a defined space, calculating the most 
efficient routes for one or multiple vehicles within a given time frame. Drone operators can either 
define the area they wish to survey and the size of their fleet to determine the time necessary to 
survey an area, or define the area and time required for a survey to determine the optimal search 
pattern and the number of drones required to complete a mission. SkyGrid’s platform is easy to 
use and autonomously executes drone missions, allowing scalable fleet operations.  

• Based on the area and duration of the search desired, our algorithm will automatically 
determine quantity of drones required and plan optimal flight routes. 

• When activated, sensor-equipped drones will automatically dispatch and autonomously 
execute their individual coordinated missions. 

• Using specialized sensors and AI algorithms, SkyGrid can automatically distinguish and 
identify targets from their surroundings. 

• Personnel will have access to real-time video feeds as drone fleets execute their missions. 
• When the target is identified, personnel is alerted and provided with tactical information. 
• If desired, nearby drones can pause routes and swarm on location. 
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Features

• Autonomous drones execute 
planned flights and intelligently 
reroute and deconflict with other 
vehicles and obstacles. 

• AI-routing search algorithms 
calculate the optimal routes to  
cover a defined area, with one or 
multiple drones, in a given time 
frame or depending on fleet size.

• AI-based object recognition 
identifies defined targets using 
specialized drone sensors and 
machine learning.

• In-flight monitoring and alerts 
enable personnel to monitor flights 
in real-time and receive alerts when 
targets are identified.

• Smart airspace maps provide 
visibility into live airspace traffic, 
weather, obstacles and more with 
2D and 3D visualizations.



SkyGrid Aerial Operating System

SkyGrid’s Aerial Operating System, AerialOS™, is an end-to-end airspace management 
system that uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) and blockchain to intelligently define, 
synchronize and maintain unmanned aircrafts in complex airspace for safe, secure 
and efficient flight. 

Our unified platform continuously monitors, predicts and adapts to changing 
regulatory dynamics, aircraft performance, and location information to safely and 
efficiently enable a wide variety of commercial drone operations. AerialOS integrates 
airspace management, mission operations and fleet management.

• Airspace Awareness is a new approach to Unmanned Traffic Management 
(UTM) that uses AI and blockchain to enable authorities and enterprises to 
more intelligently define airspace parameters, automate standards compliance, 
and provide unprecedented visibility into past, present and predicted airspace.

• Flight Operations simplifies drone activities in an increasingly dynamic sky, 
enabling operators to automatically plan and autonomously execute optimal 
flight paths with AI-based route planning, intelligent rerouting and automated 
deconfliction from other aircraft and obstacles. 

Figure 1: Airspace Awareness provides visibility into
real-time air traffic and designated no-fly zones.

Figure 2. Flight Operations dynamically reroutes flights 
and alerts operators of hazards to avoid. 
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Specifications

The SkyGrid product offerings include PC, Mac, iOS applications (running on iPad). The SkyGrid Airspace Awareness and Flight Management 
applications can run on a multitude of devices with the server-side system being hosted by SkyGrid or the government in a public or private 
cloud. SkyGrid supports most major cloud service providers. We have tested our deployments on Microsoft Azure, AWS, and Google Cloud.

Advantages

We’re using AI and blockchain to interpret complex airspace, environment and vehicle data sources, solving the industry’s biggest challenges 
deriving value from drone operations and integrating unmanned aircraft into rapidly changing airspace. 

• Artificial intelligence and machine learning is applied in every stage of the drone operational workflow to intelligently manage, 
synchronize, route and protect unmanned drone operations. 

• Blockchain is used to safeguard airspace security, maintain flight data integrity, enhance airspace transparency and provide detailed 
auditability of flights as they happen. 

• SkyGrid provides a single unified system, AerialOS, that connects end-to-end unmanned aircraft services - from unmanned traffic 
management to predictive maintenance for unmanned aircraft.

• SkyGrid closes the system loop on airspace information by interpreting and taking action based on an unprecedented volume and 
velocity of real-time data from airspace, vehicle, sensor and environmental sources.


